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Vector Thrust is a fast-paced single-player and multiplayer combat flight game. It’s a thrilling
experience that combines visceral combat, freedom of modding and a level of AI flexibility to
recreate and be recreated by the player. Designed by fans, for fans, it’s been built around a unique
art style and control mechanics, which give the player the ability to fully customize their gameplay
experience. Vector Thrust Features: 3D jet-fighter combat. 120+ highly detailed aircraft models
(through a variety of iterations of over 45 aircraft models) Predefined and easy-to-use engine core;
all aircraft systems are fully customizable and moddable. Advanced AI & behavior. Rigorous game
balance. Quick Action™ and Skirmish modes for single and multiplayer combat flight. Instantly
switch from intense single fights to fast-paced, intense team battles. Fight using the full range of
weapons that includes a selection of melee and missile-based weaponry. Multiple game modes that
will never be played the same way twice. Gorgeous cel-shaded graphics. A suite of balanced and
refined gameplay mechanics. A single-player campaign, featuring 13 missions featuring escalating
difficulty and many other gameplay options. Realistic and accurate bombing, air superiority, and fire
power. Full and powerful Aircraft, Unit and Mission editors. Full modding support. A dedicated Team
and Community. See our blog and website for more information: Visit our subreddit: Like us on
facebook: Follow us on twitter: Watch our videos on youtube: Buy our games on: After years of
development, the glorious world of Star Wars has finally come to Android. Featuring amazing visuals,
thrilling gameplay, and tons of authentic Star Wars items, Star Wars: The Knights of the Old
Republic, the definitive Star Wars RPG, is now available for Google Play. Key features: Master the
Force - Use the Force to overcome obstacles and fight enemies to gain the power you need to defeat
Darth Revan and the Emperor. Battle in the Galaxy - Join the Galactic Republic or fight in the deadly
forces of the Sith
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Features Key:
A mass effect free space shooter.
Pick-up and drop style control.
Learn the character set of the enemies.
Learn how to avoid their scence.
Multiple game modes are available in single player or 2 player.

Developed by: GreenMole Studios
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